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Message from the President
F r e e e s t imates. This
catchy tag shows
itself in the advertising materials of many service industries,
including our
own. What’s not
to like about it?
The word free is
a great lure to
draw a potential customer’s attention.
The offer of a free estimate may lead a
consumer to assume that if you’re
willing to do something for free, the
services you charge will be priced
lower than other companies. A free
estimate might also give the customer
a feeling that they can get information
about services they want performed
without any financial obligation.
What does a free estimate mean for
you as an operator? An estimate is the
first step to selling work. The more
proposals you write the more likely
you are to increase your customer
base, and as a result, grow your business. Sounds like a free estimate gives
both parties exactly what they want,
right? Sometimes.
What constitutes a free estimate?
If you’re shopping for car insurance,
an estimate consists of visiting a web
site, entering pertinent information
into an application form, and waiting
for an email with a list of comparative
services and their costs. What does it
mean to a customer who is looking to
employ a pest control company?
Sometimes it is a verbal forecast conveyed over the phone. But, it is usually assumed that a free estimate consists of a technician or salesperson

By Travis Lucas
paying a visit to the customer at their
property, to discuss the prospective
client’s concerns, needs, and expectations. Armed with that knowledge you
will inspect the property, determine a
course of action, from the simple and
routine, to the elaborate and highly
adapted. Then you relay to the customer your observations, plan of attack
and costs, often verbally and in written
form. Sometimes this process can be
completed in 15 minutes, sometimes it
can take well more than an hour, and
both scenarios may produce the same
$150 ant job that will take 45 minutes to
complete. Both scenarios can also produce nothing.
An estimate for removal and strucCreating a Successful
tural exclusion of certain wildlife pests
Company Culture
or birds may take a couple of hours for
an onsite evaluation, sometimes involving ladder work or even rented
equipment to access the affected areas.
The remainder of the day might be
spent on calculations, materials and
cost research, as well as compiling the
proposal to be reviewed by a purchase
agent(s). In some cases, a free estimate
for a bed bug or rodent treatment might
be requested by the tenant of a home so
that they can present the results to the
landlord and demand compensation, or
the other way around, when neither
party have the intention of hiring you to
perform the service.
While these are the less than ideal
situations where you might be asked to
provide a free estimate, there are plenty
of times that they do make sense and
are likely to benefit both you and the
customer. In the circumstance that you
are providing a documented Wood
Destroying Insect inspection and you
recommend that a treatment be done,

providing a proposal for treatment at
that time is not a tax on your schedule,
and is a great opportunity to sell a job.
Commercial sales opportunities that
could lead to the contracting of several
facilities or estimates for potential
customers that you were referred to by
a longstanding customer can be good
investments of your time that you provide at no charge. There are many different scenarios and factors that come
in to play when determining whether a
free estimate is a good investment for
you.
An estimate is an inspection. Many
leaders in our industry, including Sylvia Kenmuir, at our last Urban Pest
Management Conference (and many
before), have insisted that we stop
providing free inspections. Their argument is that we are the professionals.
We possess the experience, the education, and the expertise that the customer does not, and we bring a valuable service to the table. I’m not a hardliner on this one. Should we as professionals provide free estimates? Sometimes. As an association, I think that it
is important that we have this discussion and bring clarity to our own policies and services.
Free or not, go out there and write
some bids, sell some work, and have
the best September you’ve ever had!

Save The Date
Thursday-Friday
February 21-22, 2019
The Cornhusker Marriott
Lincoln, NE

June 3-9, 2018
Is NPMA Bed
Bug Awareness
Week
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Control Association
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(402) 476-1528

Carl Braun
District 2 Director
Quality Pest Control
PO Box 12140
Omaha, NE 68114
(402) 738-9164

Gregory Poppe
District 5 Director
Poppe Enterprises, LLC
PO Box 2042
Hastings, NE 68902
(402) 984-2856

P. R. Olson
District 3 Director
Olson’s Pest Technicians
PO Box 808
Norfolk, NE 68702
(402) 371-7976

Wayne Lucas
District 6 Director
Benzel Pest Control
813 Morrison Road
Gering, NE 69341
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We are very excited to welcome so many new members
to the association this year. Here are the new business members:
 Nick Alexander, Alexander Lawn & Landscape Inc.,
Elkhorn, Nebraska
 Jeffrey Loehr, Independent Pest Management, LLC,
Orchard, Nebraska
 Norman Mansted, Manstedt K-Lawn, LLC, Clarks,
Nebraska
 Vicki Wiles, Permite LLC, Plattsmouth, Nebraska
 Gregory Poppe, Poppe Enterprises, LLC, Hastings,
Nebraska
 Donald Prentice, Prentice Pest Management, Lincoln,
Nebraska
 Joshua Mick, Priority Termite & Pest Control,
Omaha, Nebraska
 Stephen McCarthy, Quality Pest Control, Omaha,
Nebraska
 John Wanninnger, Red Termite, Omaha, Nebraska
 Ward Combs II, Rentokil North America, Blair, Nebraska
 Michael Wolski, Wolski Brothers Pest Control,
Omaha, Nebraska
 Andrew Workman, Bellevue, Nebraska
Our newAllied Members are:
 Tom Campbell, BWI Companies, Springfield, Missouri
 Tony Schultz, Central Life Sciences, Scayumburg,
Illinois
 Howard Franklin, Liphatech, Inc., Humble, Texas
 Doug Bennett, Target Specialty Products, Raymore,
Missouri
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NPMA Releases ‘Vector Sectors’ List
The National Pest Management
Association (NPMA) has released a
new Vector Sectors list of the Top 10
U.S. cities with the greatest risk for
increased pest pressure from vector
pests, including ticks and mosquitoes.
As vectors of disease, these pests are
able to transmit pathogens such as
Lyme disease and West Nile virus to
humans through their bites, making
awareness and prevention paramount
to protecting public health.
“We’ve identified 10 cities with
established pest populations that also
experienced record-setting rainfall
and heat this spring and summer, as
these favorable conditions will put
them at an increased risk for vector
pest pressure for the remainder of the
season,” says Cindy Mannes, vice
president of public affairs for NPMA.
“Both ticks and mosquitoes thrive in
areas with warmer temperatures and
excessive rainfall, as standing water
allows for more opportunities to breed
and increase population numbers.”
The Top 10 U.S. cities — listed
alphabetically, not ranked — are as
follows:
 Birmingham, Ala.: After having
its third-warmest May on record, above-average temperatures coupled with excessive











precipitation for the rest of summer could contribute to an increase in mosquito pressure.
Charlotte, N.C.: Already a hospitable environment for ticks, Charlotte’s warm spring and rainy
summer will significantly contribute to an increase in both mosquito and tick pressure.
Chicago, Ill.: After experiencing
its wettest spring on record, and
warmest in over 40 years, Chicagoans are at risk for an increase in
mosquito populations this summer.
Detroit, Mich.: With recordsetting rainfall and the highest
temperatures on record for May
in almost three decades, Detroit
could feel an increase in mosquito
pressure throughout the remainder of the season.
Houston, Texas: Houston’s heat
wave throughout the spring and
summer, coupled with residual
standing water left in the wake of
Hurricane Harvey, will likely
contribute to increased mosquito
activity this summer.
Jacksonville, Fla.: Excessive
amounts of rain left over from the
spring followed by aboveaverage temperatures predicted









for the rest of summer will allow
mosquito populations to thrive in
parts of Jacksonville.
Miami, Fla.: Although accustomed to rainfall, Miami still
experienced its wettest spring in
more than two decades. With
above-average temperatures and
precipitation this summer,
Miamians can expect mosquitoes
to be out in full force.
Philadelphia, Pa.: With the highest number of Lyme disease cases
reported in Pennsylvania than
any other state in the U.S., Philadelphia is at risk for an increase in
both mosquito and tick pressure
this summer following an unseasonably warm and wet spring.
Washington, D.C.: After having
its warmest and wettest May in
over a decade thanks to Subtropical Storm Alberto, Washington,
D.C. is expected to experience an
increase in pest pressure from
both ticks and mosquitoes this
summer.
West Palm Beach, Fla.: Excessive rain in both spring and summer coupled with increasing
temperatures leaves West Palm
Beach susceptible to increased
mosquito populations for the
remainder of the season.

6 Tips For Managing
Hard-To-Control
Rodents
If setting a bait station or snap trap could solve all rodent situations, the public would not need us.
Follow these six tips for managing hard-to-control rodents:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Go at night and observe.
Ask questions of residents.
Ask for help from other technicians, supervisors and your distributors and manufacturers of
the products you are using.
Use cornstarch and/or a video camera to help monitor the critical areas.
Analyze the data of previous catch counts and rodent activity.
Stop doing the same thing. It has not worked.
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Poll: U.S. Small Business Owners' Optimism At Record High Owners are more
optimistic now than at any point in the 15-year history of the Wells Fargo/Gallup Small Business Index.
small-business owners rate it as very or
U.S. small-business owners are
2006.
somewhat good, compared with 73%
more optimistic now than at any point
The improvement in the index,
in the second quarter of 2018.
in the 15-year history of the Wells
based on interviewing conducted July
Fargo/Gallup Small Business Index.
Cash flow in the past 12 months –
11-18, 2018, is driven by overall inIn the latest quarterly survey, which
69% rate it as very or somewhat good,
creases in most of the areas that make
measures small-business owners’ up the score, with record-high readings
versus 63% in the second quarter.
attitudes about a wide variety of facon several of these individual metrics.
Cash flow expectations in the next
tors affecting their businesses, the
The biggest improvements compared
12 months – 77% very or somewhat
overall index score is +118. This is
with the second quarter of 2018 were
good, compared with 72% last quarter.
higher than prior 2018 measures –
found on the following items, most of
Credit availability in the next 12
with Quarter 2, 2018, at +106 and
which are now at high points in their
months – 49% say it will be very or
Quarter 1 at +107. The index now sits
trends:
somewhat easy to get credit, versus
just above the record-high +114 from
Current financial situation – 78% of
44% in the second quarter.

Associate Certified Entomologist Program Launches Online Application
ESA says ACE applicants can now save time and apply online.
In response to increasing demand
from the pest management profession, the Entomological Society of
America Certification Corporation
has launched an online application for
its Associate Certified Entomologist
(ACE) program — eliminating paper
and mailing costs for applicants and
speeding up the approval process.
After certifying more than 1,000

pest management professionals since
2004, the ESA Certification Corporation (ESACC) offers the online ACE
submission form as a new convenient
option and welcome change for applicants, who will be able to submit their
information and get approved faster
than ever before, ESAsays.
For almost 15 years, the Associate
Certified Entomologist program has
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allowed pest management professionals to distinguish their expertise in
Integrated Pest Management. As the
program grows, the new application
will streamline the process and make
applying and getting approved easier
than ever, ESAreports.
To learn more about the online ACE
application process and to apply, visit
h t t p s : / / w w w. e n t o c e r t . o r g / a c e application-process.

John Ruberson
Named Head Of UNL
Entomology Department
John Ruberson,
current professor
and head of the
Department of
Entomology at
Kansas State University, will join
the University of
Nebraska–Lincoln
Jan. 1, 2019, as
head of the Department of Entomology.
“We are pleased to welcome Dr.
Ruberson to IANR to lead the Department of Entomology. His leadership
and professional experience in the
field will be of great benefit to our
teaching, research and outreach efforts,” said IANR Senior Associate
Vice Chancellor Ron Yoder. “We
would like to thank Gary Brewer for
his steadfast leadership of the department during this time of transition.”
Brewer, professor of entomology,
will continue to serve as interim department head until Ruberson assumes the role.
The Department of Entomology
focuses on insects, and their interactions with plants, animals and humans. Given the climatic and agricultural diversity across Nebraska, the
department dedicates extensive efforts to developing improved management thresholds and information
on current and emerging pest species,
insecticide resistance, and other related issues affecting crops, livestock,
and human health in the state. It is also
active in STEM education efforts in

K-12 curriculum and offers extensive
online entomological programming.
“This is a wonderful department
and institution, and it is a great honor to
be named head of the Department of
Entomology at the University of Nebraska–Lincoln,” Ruberson said. “I
very much look forward to sharing and
fostering the already strong trajectory
of this remarkable group of faculty,
staff and students. And I’m very excited to be coming home to Nebraska to
be a part of an organization that
strengthens Nebraskans and the
world.”
Ruberson has been at Kansas State
since 2012. As department head he
manages personnel, curriculum, budgets and facilities for the department. In
addition, he serves as departmental
graduate program director and teaches
one face-to-face course and co-teaches
two online courses annually. Prior to
Kansas State, from 1994-2012
Ruberson was at the University of Georgia coming through the ranks of research scientist, assistant professor,
associate professor, and professor with
appointments in research, teaching and
extension. His professional expertise is
in biological control, integrated pest
management and sustainable crop production.
Ruberson earned his bachelor’s
degree in biology teaching and his master’s degree in zoology from Brigham
Young University. He earned his doctorate in entomology from Cornell
University in 1989, where he also
served as a graduate research assistant
and postdoctoral research associate.
To learn more about the Department
o f E n t o m o l o g y, v i s i t h t t p s : / / entomology.unl.edu/.

Urban Pest
Management
(UPM) Conference
Committee Planning
Underway

While you are hard at work tending
to your clients this summer, the Nebraska State Pest Control Association,
the University of Nebraska Extension
Service and Industry have started the
process of identifying the topics, presenters and re-certification that will be
useful to you this winter. The Committee has focused on finding the educational resources that will bring you the
most current information and methods
that will help you meet the needs of
your customers.
The Committee is looking to build
on the successes of last year’s meeting
by increasing the opportunity for applicators to re-certify with the latest
information from industry professionals. The meeting is set for Thursday
and Friday, February 21-22, 2019 at
the Cornhusker Marriott. The Thursday/Friday format will hopefully allow
for some additional flexibility for attendees to travel to Lincoln.
Whether you want to have a booth
at the trade show, need to re-certify or
simply want to stay up-to-date on the
latest in pest control technologies, be
sure to save the dates and watch your
emails and the NSPCA website for
registration information as it becomes
available.

Corteva Exec Nominated For USDA’s Top Researcher
President Donald J. Trump July 16 announced his intent to nominate Scott Hutchins of Indiana, to be Under Secretary of Agriculture for
Research, Education and Economics at the U.S. Department of Agriculture.
Hutchins currently serves as the global leader of integrated eld sciences for Corteva Agriscience and as an adjunct professor at the
University of Nebraska. Previously, he served as president of the Entomological Society of America. Hutchins earned his B.S. in entomology in
1981 from Auburn University, M.S. in 1983 from Mississippi State University, and Ph.D. in 1987 from Iowa State University.
Secretary of Agriculture Sonny Perdue said in a statement, “I am very excited by the selection of Dr. Hutchins for this leadership role at
USDA. His extensive background in research and commitment to sound science and data make him exceptionally qualied for this post, and I
am eager to have Dr. Hutchins join the team.
“USDA now has four highly qualied nominees awaiting action in the Senate Agriculture Committee. It is my hope the committee moves
expeditiously to consider these highly qualied individuals as soon as possible. In addition, I also look forward to the full Senate voting on our
General Counsel nominee as soon as possible.”
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